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feature instrumentation

The future of production:
3D printers

Opening Up
Instrumentation
John de Mello explains how scientific instrumentation is becoming
more open, more affordable and easier to make

U

NTIL recently, if you needed a scientific instrument, you

Fortunately in the last few years the barriers to building your own

had two options: you could buy a ready-made system

scientific instruments have started to come down. More and more

or you could design and build one yourself. The first

equipment designs are being released as open hardware (OH), ie on

option was expensive, but the second was tricky and time-

a royalty-free basis and with all the design files, source-code and

consuming. Even if you were fortunate enough to have detailed

support materials needed to build a fully-functional system. With

technical plans for the instrument taken from a book or a paper,

the correct tools and components in hand, everything you need to

there was no guarantee you could source the necessary parts or

know to build a working instrument is provided, avoiding much of

would have the workshop tools needed to make it. In addition,

the hassle and risk of designing a system from scratch. Importantly,

key pieces of information – eg circuit diagrams for the control

many OH projects place a high priority on widening access to scien-

electronics, assembly and alignment instructions, calibration

tific equipment, especially in developing countries. Hence, they

procedures, and source code for the control software – were

tend to use inexpensive and easily-sourced components, low-cost

almost certainly missing, leaving a great deal of work to do before

fabrication methods such as 3D-printing, and simple assembly and

you had a working system. In most cases, any potential savings

alignment procedures. They therefore turn the normally daunting

in hardware costs were outweighed by excessive labour costs and

task of building scientific equipment into a much simpler, guided

a significant risk of failure, inviting the obvious question: why on

process that is somewhat reminiscent of assembling flat-pack

earth would you want to do it yourself?

furniture or completing a hobbyist construction kit.
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open or closed?

however, is the ease with which published hardware designs

While many OH projects prioritise low cost over all else (and are

can be turned into functional equipment. Low-cost rapid

consequently willing to accept compromised performance in the

prototyping techniques such as 3D printing, laser cutting, and

interest of maximising affordability), others set their sights on

desktop milling have placed sophisticated fabrication capabili-

achieving state-of-the art performance in terms of sensitivity,

ties in the hands of the general engineer or scientist, and have

resolution or functionality. Hence, it should not be assumed that

reduced the process of replicating physical parts to little more

open hardware is necessarily a low-end choice. Even projects

than running a downloaded script.

that start off with lacklustre specifications have the potential

At the same time, the availability of powerful but easy-to-

to reach laboratory-grade performance eventually, fuelled by

use microcontroller and microprocessor platforms has made it

multiple design tweaks from contributors across the globe. (The

easier than ever before to control and automate hardware. The

philosophy of the OH movement is that two heads are better

best-known examples are the Arduino microcontroller devel-

than one – and for that matter three are better than two – so

opment boards (MDBs) and the Raspberry Pi single-board

suggestions for improving performance and functionality are

computers, which were launched with the respective aims of

generally welcomed and encouraged).

simplifying hardware automation and encouraging teaching of

From a user perspective, there are many reasons why it

computing in schools. The two platforms are similar in that

might make sense to choose open hardware over proprietary

they both offer complete “ecosystems” that combine affordable

hardware. In many cases, the decision is motivated entirely by

hardware with free and easy-to-use software tools, exten-

cost, as OH is usually much cheaper, often by a factor of ten or

sive documentation, dynamic communities of users who freely

more. Running costs also tend to be lower since users are not

share ideas and advice, and a wide-range of third-party expan-

locked into using vendor-specific consumables; nor are they

sion boards that increase the functionality of the core hardware.

forced to take out costly service contracts or software subscrip-

Modern MDBs have a lot of built-in functionality that can

tions. In addition, OH is less susceptible to obsolescence since it

greatly simplify the job of the instrument developer. Useful

can more easily be repaired, modified or upgraded. Typical OH

features include timers for accurate scheduling of tasks,

build-times are a few days, compared to potential lead times

analogue-to-digital converters (ADCs) for reading analogue

of months for non-stock proprietary hardware. Hence, when

input signals, digital-to-analogue converters (DACs) for gener-

a solution is needed urgently, OH based on routinely-stocked

ating arbitrary voltage waveforms, and hard-wired digital

parts may be the only choice.

communication protocols for easily exchanging data with other
commercial

digital hardware. Missing functionality for tasks such as signal

systems are often overkill, and a simple OH solution may be

conditioning, motion control, wireless communication, and

sufficient or even preferable. This is especially true in laboratory

audio or image processing can often be added through inex-

teaching, where using pared-back OH may expose the underly-

pensive add-on boards, potentially avoiding the need to ever

ing measurement principles more effectively than a closed-box

design a circuit board or pick up a soldering iron. In many cases,

commercial product. The lower costs of OH may additionally

the need for complex analogue circuitry can be side-stepped

allow equipment to be provided on a “one-per-person” rather

by carrying out digital signal processing within the microcon-

than a “one-per-class” basis, enhancing the student experi-

troller source-code, using open-source software libraries to

ence. For complex measurements, OH is sometimes chosen

take care of the necessary calculations. In this way, it is quite

because commercial systems lack essential functionality or the

feasible to assemble a complete scientific instrument from

equipment needs to operate in a niche environment for which

one or two off-the-shelf development boards and a handful of

commercial systems are unsuited.

components and sensors, reducing development time, simpli-

For

simple

measurements,

fully-featured

In some cases, people select OH simply because they enjoy the

fying fabrication and keeping costs low.

intellectual challenge of building equipment over which they
have full control. Of course, for every person who relishes the
idea of making their own kit, there are probably a dozen more

hints and tips for oh developers

who would rather stick needles in their eyes! If you fall into

If you’re thinking about releasing a product as OH, there are a

the second category, proprietary hardware is probably a better

few issues to bear in mind. Firstly, it’s worth considering the

option for you. (Note, however, that a few vendors sell pre-

licensing terms before you publish your project: some open

assembled OH products that work straight out of the box, so

hardware is released without any restrictions, while other

in some instances OH can also provide a hassle-free solution).

projects place limitations on how the licensed material is
used, modified or distributed. For example they may preclude
commercial use or mandate the publication of improvements.

Easy as pi?

The licence terms you choose – if any – will to some extent

The sharing of hardware designs in science is of course nothing

determine how willing other people are to get involved and

new, and venerable journals like the Review of Scientific Instru-

contribute ideas, with restrictive licences acting as a possible

ments have been doing it for almost a century now. What is new,

deterrent to participation. You should therefore decide how
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Box 1: Opol, the Open Polarimeter
Chemical

polarimeters

measure

the

optical

rotation

angle of materials, ie their ability to rotate linearlypolarised light. They are essential analytical tools in many

microcontroller to calculate the phase difference between the
two signals, the optical rotation angle can be found.
Opol nicely illustrates how a change in analytical procedure

and

– swapping a measurement of angular rotation for a

chemicals. Conventional polarimeters work by aiming a verti-

measurement of phase-difference – can sometimes lead to

cally-polarised laser beam at a horizontally-oriented polariser

substantial cost savings. The phase-based method requires no

which blocks the incident light. Placing an optically-active

precision parts, and the functional component list comprises

sample in the path of the laser beam causes the polarisation

just one laser diode, two photodetectors, some commodity

axis of the beam to rotate, allowing some of the laser light

optics, a microcontroller and a low-cost motor with associ-

to leak through the polariser. The polariser is then rotated

ated drive circuitry at a total cost of around US$350. Despite

until the leak is eliminated, and the optical rotation angle is

its low cost, Opol is a state-of-the-art instrument with

found by measuring the angle through which the polariser

millidegree resolution that matches the best commercial

has been turned. The technique is simple in theory but rather

instruments. Current work focusses on simplifying the optical

challenging in practice since it requires sensitive detectors, high-

layout to bring the complete build cost below US$200, includ-

quality motors and accurate rotary sensors capable of meas-

ing all mounts, optics and electronics (Figure 1, main image).

fields

including

pharmaceuticals,

food,

cosmetics

high

resolution

commercial

instruments

are

expensive,

typically retailing for US$10,000–30,000.
The open polarimeter (Opol) is an OH instrument that makes
high-resolution polarimetry available at a cost of just a few

L1
L2

S

AJ Harvie, NTNU, Norway

uring angular deviations of a few millidegrees. Consequently,
D2
P

D1

hundred dollars. By using a timing-based measurement technique instead of a mechanical one, Opol avoids the need for
any precision-engineered parts. Stripped to its essentials (see
Figure 1, top left), it consists of two vertically-polarised laser
beams L1 and L2 that pass through the centre of a polariser P
before striking two photodetectors D1 and D2. The polariser
is made to rotate at a constant speed and the two detectors
are read by separate analogue input pins of a microcontroller,
with the polariser rotation causing the measured signals V1
and V2 to vary in a sinusoidal fashion. Inserting an opticallyactive sample in one of the beam-paths opens up a phase
difference Δ

between the signals equal to twice the optical

rotation angle (see Figure 1, bottom right). Hence, by getting the

figure 1: Photograph showing the latest version of Opol. (OH details
at https://github.com/ajharvie/polarimeter and https://doi.
org/10.1038/s41598-020-61715-7

you would like to see your project operate and evolve, and then

on your personal website, because in ten years it will probably

choose a licence accordingly. The CERN OH licences are a good

have disappeared without trace!
Secondly, as far as OH is concerned, it is worth heeding

starting point for many OH developers.
Before publishing your project, it’s a good idea to make sure

Einstein’s famous advice that everything should be “as simple

it doesn’t infringe any existing patents as you can only license

as possible, but no simpler”. By stripping superfluous elements

out what’s yours to give away in the first place. (Checking for

from your design and basing it on easily-made parts and

infringements can be tedious but if – as is often the case with

standard off-the-shelf-components, you can simplify fabrica-

scientific instruments – your design is broadly based on ideas

tion and lower costs, thereby ensuring your design is accessible

that have been in the public domain for 20 years or more, then

to the widest possible user-base. Keep simplifying until perfor-

you’re probably in the clear).

mance starts to suffer unduly. Then stop. In OH projects

When you do come to release your design, try to make sure it

– where products are typically intended to be affordable even on

will be permanently accessible, eg by uploading it to an estab-

a one-off basis – bespoke components are rarely a viable option

lished public repository or by publishing it as an open-access

(although rapid prototyping has changed this a bit). Instead

paper with all the necessary design files and supporting docu-

try to base your design on common off-the-shelf components,

ments included as supplementary information. Don’t just post it

easily-made parts, and “re-purposed” standard hardware.
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Thirdly, the need for costly precision-engineered mechanical

Fourthly, it’s a good idea to offer a few variants of your instru-

or optical parts can sometimes be avoided through a careful

ment based on different design trade-offs, eg a low-cost

selection of the measurement technique. The most intuitive

model for education and routine measurements, and a higher-

techniques are not necessarily the easiest ones to implement

performing model based on more costly components for more

in practice. Hence, where possible, it is best to select analyt-

demanding applications. Ideally, all versions should be based on a

ical procedures based on physical properties that are easy to

common framework with a simple upgrade path from one version

measure. Timing-based measurements are particularly well

to the next by swapping out individual parts (eg see Box 2).

suited to low-cost implementation on digital hardware (eg

Finally, and this is perhaps the most important point of

see Box 1). In addition, ratiometric and differential measure-

all, document your project well. An OH project lives or dies on

ments – in which a reference signal is measured alongside

the quality of its documentation. One reason the Raspberry

the target signal – can significantly lessen hardware demands

Pi single-board computers are so popular is the exceptional

by compensating for fluctuations or drift in experimental

quality of their supporting documentation. They’re not just a

parameters.

family of affordable, well designed computers. They’re also easy

Box 2: The OpenFlexure Microscope
High quality microscopes need high quality optics. But the

for use in the developing world, with the microscope using

best optics in the world will still give you lousy images

hard-wearing and easily-sourced parts, the flexure mechanisms

if you can’t reliably position and focus your sample. The

being tolerant to dust and humidity, and sensitive parts being

sample stage and focussing mechanism are therefore

sealed against dust and contamination. The optics are easy

critical elements of any microscope that ordinarily require

to modify and the software is extensible through third-party

the use of expensive precision-engineered mechanical

plug-ins, allowing OFM to be extended to other imaging tech-

parts for reliable, high-quality imaging.

niques such as super-resolution imaging and quantitative phase

The OpenFlexure Microscope (OFM) is an OH microscope with

imaging. The project is comprehensively documented from the

a 3D-printed chassis that provides high resolution positioning

perspective of both developers and users, with the latter group

at extremely low cost by turning one of the perceived weak-

benefiting from step-by-step assembly guides. Overall, OFM is

nesses of printed plastic parts – namely their lack of structural

an excellent example of high quality open hardware that serves

rigidity – into an advantage. OFM gets its name from its use

as a great benchmark for how OH projects should be run.
Joel Collins, University of Bath

of 3D-printed flexures – flexible elements that bend smoothly
under the influence of an applied force, allowing the sample
and objective to be accurately manoeuvred with sub-100 nm
resolution.
OFM comes in various versions, which all share the same
flexure mechanism. The simplest version is a US$15 manual
instrument that conveniently uses a webcam with a flippedover lens for the complete optics and sensor. The top-end
version is a US$225 automated laboratory-grade instrument
that incorporates a motorised stage, conventional high quality
microscope optics, and an eight megapixel optical sensor array.
An on-board Raspberry Pi computer offers basic functionality
such as hardware configuration, motion control and image
acquisition, while a separate open-source software package
running on a remote computer provides advanced options such
as autofocussing, time-lapse photography, and image-tiling.
It is clear that much thought has gone into OFM, with several
features standing out. The microscope has been designed for
easy fabrication and high reliability, eg the microscope chassis
prints without sacrificial support materials (eliminating a
common cause of print failures), and the optical components
are largely self-aligning thanks to push-fittings and 3D-printed
insertion tools. Care has been taken to ensure OFM is suitable

figure 2: The OpenFlexure Microscope in assembled form (L) and
‘exploded’ form (R). https://openflexure.org
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to use thanks to extensive tutorials, teaching materials, technical papers, and video guides (plus some user-friendly software).
The more thoroughly you can explain issues such as how your
instrument works, what performance trade-offs you’ve made
in its design, the reasons for your component choices, common
pitfalls in construction, and recommended operating protocols,
the easier it will be for others to use it and improve it.

Will it fly?
There is of course no guaranteed formula for developing a
successful OH project. Whether or not a project thrives depends
on many factors, including: the extent to which it addresses a
genuine need; the availability, cost and performance of competitor products; the reliability of the design; the ease of fabrication;
the quality of the supporting files and documentation; and the
“visibility” of the project. (It doesn’t matter how good your

more than child’s play: raspberry pi Single-Board Computers were
originally developed to promote the teaching of computing in schools,
but are also a great choice for low-cost scientific instruments

product is if no-one knows about it, which is another good

Box 3: resources

reason not to leave it languishing on your personal website!)
Bear in mind too that the biggest impact of your project may

There are many resources that can be helpful when

not necessarily be at the level of the complete system you’ve

developing open instrumentation, and I’ve listed a few of

created, especially if it’s a very specialised instrument with a
small potential user-base. Instead, it might be a small element
of your design (such as a translation mechanism or an optical
mount) that turns out to be most important, solving a problem
that is common to many other projects. Hence, if you want

my personal favourites below. Not all of them are specifically concerned with open instrumentation or indeed
open hardware, but all of them provide useful information
for developing open products.

your OH project to be of maximum value to others, it pays to
document every part thoroughly.
Finally, it is important to acknowledge that the OH movement

Websites
•

projects, many of which relate to open-hardware.

is still in its infancy. Open hardware accounts for only a tiny
fraction of scientific instruments in use today, performance
typically falls short of the best commercial instruments, and

Instructables – A vast library of step-by-step DIY
https://www.instructables.com

•

Lab on the cheap and Hackaday – Two great places to

coverage is sparse, with many types of scientific instrument

learn about open hardware and creating technology on

having no open implementations at all. Hence, there is plenty of

a budget.

scope for the quality and reach of OH to increase. Fortunately, the

https://www.labonthecheap.com and

ability of OH projects to learn and quite literally take from one

https://hackaday.io

another means improvements in one project can readily propagate to others, accelerating progress across the board. Likewise,

•

new OH projects are not born into a vacuum but can use road-

use and modify.

tested building blocks from older projects as the basis for new

https://www.thingiverse.com

instrumental designs. Hence, as with open source software, it
seems likely that the sophistication, coverage and uptake of

Thingiverse – A huge repository of 3D-printed designs,
most of which are freely available to

•

Makers muse – A terrific series of videos on 3D printing

OH products will increase steadily in the years to come. Ideally,

and other rapid prototyping techniques, including

OH versions of all commonly-used instruments will eventually

equipment reviews and helpful tutorials on computer-

become available, offering laboratory-grade performance at a

aided design.

far lower cost than proprietary hardware. If and when that point

https://www.youtube.com/makersmuse

is reached, the question will no longer be “why would you do it

Automation

yourself?” but “why wouldn’t you?”
•

Arduino – For most people, Arduinos are probably
the easiest entry point to the world of Microcontroller

John de Mello is Director of Nanoscience at the Norwegian University

Development Boards (MDBs), with a wide variety of

of Science and Technology. This work is licensed under a Creative

expansion boards available. Bear in mind that a lot of

Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence, see http://creative

third-party MDBs strive for Arduino compatibility, so

commons.org/licenses/by/4.0
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Daniel Chetroni / Shutterstock.com

you’re not restricted to the official family of Arduino MDBs.

a single person, Luc.

(The Teensy microcontrollers from PJRC are my favoured

https://www.open-raman.org

choice when it comes to Arduino-compatible boards).
One warning: while Arduino’s Interactive Development

•

research-grade Universal Testing Machine for measuring

Environment (IDE) is okay for beginners, after a while its

the tensile strength and compressive strength of materials.

limitations will begin to grate. Try PlatformIO instead –

With a build cost of US$4,000, its 5 kN load capacity

a full-featured open-source IDE that supports a huge range

and ±2 N accuracy compare favourably with commercial

of MDBs ‘straight out of the box’.

systems costing five times as much. The hardware hasn’t

https://www.arduino.cc, https://www.pjrc.com/teensy/

changed since it was first published in 2011 (and there are

and https://platformio.org
•

some clear opportunities for substantial cost reductions),

Raspberry Pi – A family of small, affordable single-board

so updating the design could make a great project for the

computers, originally developed to promote teaching of

newcomer to open instrumentation development.

computing in schools. They’re a great choice for scientific

https://www.creativemachineslab.com/freeloader.html

instrumentation when you need a cheap computer that’s
capable of running a full operating system.
https://www.raspberrypi.org

•

Potentiometry – A surprisingly large number of open
potentiostats have been developed – at least six at the
time of writing. Worth checking out are DStat (ideal for

OH instrumentation
There are many examples of open instrumentation in the
academic literature, with HardwareX, the Review of Scientific
Instruments and the Journal of Open Hardware being particularly
useful resources.
https://www.journals.elsevier.com/hardwarex
https://aip.scitation.org/journal/rsi and
https://openhardware.metajnl.com

low-current measurements), Rodeostat (an example of
open hardware that is also available to purchase as a
ready-to-use pre-assembled product), and the dualfunctioning potentiostat/galvanostat by Detavernier
and co-workers (optimised for thin-film battery
characterisation).
See: https://journals.plos.org/plosone/
article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0140349,
https://iorodeo.com/products/potentiostat-shield and

The following projects are worth checking out as good examples
of open instrumentation:
•

FreeLoader – This cleverly-named instrument is a

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/
S2468067217300317

Licensing

Open Raman – A project that aims to develop a researchgrade Raman spectrometer. It’s very much a work in

Don’t lose sleep fretting over the licence for your OH project.

progress, with the initial focus being on performance

For most people, one of the CERN Open Hardware Licences

rather than cost. Every element of the design is thoroughly

should suffice. You can find out more at

explained in a blog-style website. This is a high-quality

https://cern-ohl.web.cern.ch and

project that’s all the more impressive for being the work of

https://jolts.world/index.php/jolts/article/view/139/260
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